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Correcting spelling, punctuation and grammar

Your work will be marked across all subjects to help you improve your literacy. 
This is the code that will be used. 
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Year 8 – Art & Design – Cycle Three

A Key terms

1 Visual narrative

A story told primarily through the use 

of visual media, such as photography, 

illustration or video

2 Objectivity

To look objectively is to get an 

unbiased overview of what is being 

observed, based on facts or knowledge

3 Subjectivity

How different people can respond to a 

work of art in different ways, based on 

personal opinions and feelings rather 

than on agreed facts

4 Cartography
The science or practice of drawing 

maps

5 Mapping

Creating visual narratives with a 

purpose to reveal secrets and truths 

about the world

6
Subjective 

mapping

Maps made in order to challenge 

conventions and propose alternative 

ways of looking at the world

B Key terms

1 Décollage

Art created through the layering, 

cutting, tearing away and removing of 

existing images

2 Installation

Mixed-media constructions, often 

designed for a specific place or for a 

temporary period of time

3 Appropriation

The practice of artists using pre-

existing objects or images in their art 

with little transformation of the 

original

4 Art convention
A generally accepted or traditional way 

of representing forms in art

5 Socio-political art

Art that is used to help the public 

understand, challenge or question a 

particular social or political issue

6 Identity politics

Confrontational art movement which 

asked questions about the kind of art 

that should be made in a post-colonial 

world
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Year 8 – Drama – Cycle Three

A Key terms

1 Naturalism Style of theatre where acting and design are true to real life

2 Stanislavski The actor/director who created naturalism 

3 Plays context The history, politics and social settings surrounding and influencing the play

4 Subtext The meaning behind the lines spoken

5 5 W’s Rehearsal technique to further understand text: who, what, where, when and why

6 Magic If Rehearsal technique to develop scenes by asking what if ……. happened

7 Given circumstance Information given to you to perform a scene, e.g. the location, your age

8 Linear structure Scenes that run in time order from beginning to end

9 Split scene Where the stage space is split in two by an imaginary line, to show two different locations

10 Role on the Wall A rehearsal technique to unpick the characters inner thought and feelings
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Year 8 - English - Dystopia - Cycle Three

A Key terms

1 Dystopia (n)
An imagined place where there is great 

suffering or injustice

2 Utopia (n)
An imagined place where everything is 

perfect

3 Fascist (n) A form of extreme, far-right oppression 

4 Antagonist (n)
A person who actively goes against someone 

or something

5 Tension (n) Mental or emotional strain

6 Conceal (v) To hide something

7 Tone (n)
The overall feeling or atmosphere of a piece 

of literature

8 Coerce (v) Persuasion through force or threat

9 Oppressive (adj)
Something or someone that limits freedom 

of thought or action

10 Bureaucratic (adj)
Rules, procedures and regulations that are 

not flexible

11 Language pattern (n) Pattern of words linked by meaning 

12 Austere (adj) Having no comforts or luxuries

13 Anonymous (adj)
When someone or something is not 

identifiable as an individual

14 Dissonance (n) Lack of agreement between people

15 Narrative arc (n) The path a story follows

B Key terms

1 Exposition (n)
Used to introduce background information 

about events, settings, characters, etc.

2 Rising action (n)
A related series of incidents in a plot that build 

towards the moment of greatest interest

3 Climax (n) The point of highest tension in a narrative

4 Falling action (n)
Immediately after the climax, when the main 

problem of the story is resolved

5 Dissent (n) To disagree with common views 

6 Dialogue (n) A conversation between two or more people

7 Pace (n) The speed or action of events in a story

8 Social norm (n)
The unwritten rules of behaviour that are 

considered acceptable in a group or society

9 Surveillance (n) The careful watching of a person or place

10 Paradox (n)
A word / phrase with two meanings that doesn’t 

make sense

11 Enforce (v)
To make people obey a law or to force a 

situation to be accepted

12 Conformity (n)
Behaviour that follows the usual standards that 

are expected by a group or society 

13 Clinical (adj) Showing no feeling or warmth

14 Entrapment (n)
Causing someone to do what they would not 

normally do, usually by tricking them
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Year 8 – French – Cycle Three

A Verbs and phrases

1 Louer des vélos To rent bikes

2 Faire de l’équitation To do horse riding 

3 Faire la randonnée To go hiking

4 Se promener To go for a walk

5 Dessiner To draw

6 Lire des livres To read books

7 Je me leve I get up

8 Je me reveille I wake up

9 Je m’amuse I have fun

10 Je me couche I go to bed

11 Je m’ennuie I get bored

12 Je m’entends I get on

13 Je me dispute I argue

14 Je ne supporte pas I can't stand

15 Moins…que Less than…

16 Plus…que More than…

17 Sur la photo il y a In the photo there is

18 Il y a du soleil It's sunny

19 Mon meilleur ami My best friend

20 Je peux / je ne peux pas I can / I can’t

21 Fumer To smoke

B Vocabulary 

1 Pour être en forme To stay in shape

2 Il pleut It is raining

3 Il neige It is snowing

4 Du pain Some bread

5 Des œufs Some eggs

6 De la viande Some meat

7 Une glace An ice cream

8 Médecin Doctor

9 Infirmier Nurse

10 Avocat Lawyer

11 Comptable Accountant

12 Content Happy

13 Gourmand Greedy

14 Triste Sad

15 Une journée A day

16 Souvent Often 

17 Une fois par semaine Once a week

18 Aujourd’hui Today

19 Ça m’énerve That annoys me

20 Ça m’embête That annoys me

21 Je ne supporte pas I can’t stand 
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Year 8 - Geography - Cycle Three

A Tectonics 

1 Continental plates
Part of the Earth’s crust which forms over large 

land masses

2 Oceanic plates
Part of the Earth’s crust which forms at the floor of 

oceans

3 Convection currents 
The rise and fall of magma in the mantle causing 

tectonic plates to move

4
Destructive plate 

boundaries 
Two continental plates collide

5
Constructive plate 

boundaries 
Two plates move apart

6
Conservative plate 

boundaries 
Two plates slide past each other

7
Subduction plate 

boundaries
An oceanic plate collides with a continental plate

8 Earthquake 
A sudden violent shaking of the ground due to 

tectonic activity

9 Tsunami A long and high sea wave caused by an earthquake

10 Magnitude Measures the strength of an earthquake

11 Epicenter
The point on the Earth’s surface directly above 

the focus of the Earthquake

12 Volcano
A mountain which has a crater or vent which 

erupts lava and gas from the mantle

13 Shield volcano A domed volcano with gently sloping sides

14 Composite volcano
A large, steep volcano built up of layers of lava 

and ash

15 Magma
Hot fluid material below or within the Earth's 

crust

16 Lava Erupted magma from a volcano

17 Pyroclastic flows 
A dense, destructive mass of very hot ash, lava

and gases ejected from a volcano

18 Seismometer 
An instrument which measures the movement of 

the Earth’s surface

19 Primary effects 
Primary effects occur as a direct result of the 

ground shaking, e.g. buildings collapsing

20 Secondary effects 
Secondary effects occur as a result of the primary 

effects, e.g. tsunamis
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Year 8 – History – Industrial Revolution – Cycle Three 

A Key terms

1
Cottage 

industry

A business or manufacturing activity 

carried out in people’s homes

2
Industrial 

Revolution

A period of time between the 18th and 19th

centuries with many changes in 

manufacturing methods and increased use 

of machines

3 Industry
Economic activity concerned with turning 

raw materials into manufactured goods 

4 Manufacture
To create a product either by hand or 

using machinery

5 Factory 
A building in which goods are 

manufactured by machines

6 Steam engine
A machine that used coal to heat water to 

generate steam and create power

7 Loom
An apparatus used to make fabric by 

weaving thread

8 Power loom
A steam-powered loom that was 

developed during the industrial revolution 

9 Rural area
A geographical area located outside of 

towns and cities in the countryside 

B Key terms

1 Urbanisation

The process of the rural population 

moving out of rural areas into towns and 

cities 

2 Steam train
A train powered by a steam engine to 

transport goods or passengers 

3 Canal
A man-made river on which canal boats 

transported goods

4 Luddites

A group of individuals who destroyed

machinery which they believed 

threatened their jobs 

5 Trade union
A group that work together to protect 

their rights and interests as workers 

6 Child labour
The employment of children in industry 

in a way that is seen as exploiting them 

7 Public health

The science and art of preventing 

disease and prolonging life through 

education, and the actions of the 

government 

8
Rotten 

borough

A borough where only one rich family 

had the ability to vote for the MP

9
Parish 

constables

An unpaid local official who enforced the 

law in a local area
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Year 8 - Maths - Cycle Three

A Percentages

1
Multiplier for 

increase of n%

100 + n, then divide by 

100

2
Multiplier for 

decrease of n%

100 – n, then divide by 

100

B Averages and range

1 Mean
Add up all the numbers and 

divide by the number of numbers

2 Median
Put the numbers in order and 

find the middle number

3 Mode The most common number

4 Range 
Largest number – smallest

number

C Parts of a 3D shape

1 Face The flat surface of a solid shape

2 Edge 
The side of a shape where two 

faces meet

3 Vertex
The corner of a shape where two or 

more edges meet

D 3D Shapes

1

Cone

2 faces, 1 edge, 1 vertex

2

Sphere

1 face, 0 edges, 0 vertices

3

Tetrahedron

4 faces, 6 edges, 4 vertices

4

Cuboid

6 faces, 12 edges, 8 vertices

5

Cylinder

3 faces, 2 edges, 0 vertices

6

Cube

6 faces, 12 edges, 8 vertices

7

Triangular prism

5 faces, 9 edges, 6 vertices

8

Square based pyramid

5 faces, 8 edges, 5 vertices

E Volume

1

Cuboid

l x w x h

2

Prism

Area of cross 

section x length

F Surface area

1

Cuboid

2lw + 2hw +2lh

2

Cylinder

2πr� � πdh
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Year 8 – Music – Cycle Three

A Ukele

1 Body and neck Round main part of ukele where sound vibrates and longer part which holds strings

2 Head and tuning keys Top of ukele with twisting pegs; tighten to raise pitch or loosen to lower pitch

3 Frets Metal bars along the neck of ukele used to guide finger placement and create different notes

4 Strumming Brushing thumb and index finger across strings to create sound 

5 Scale Notes put into an ascending(higher) or descending(lower) pitch order

6 Chords Two or more notes played at the same time

7 Melody Main tune of the piece of music

8 Riff Short, catchy, repeated musical phrase in pop/rock music

9 Major Brighter sounding key of music

10 Minor Darker sounding key of music 

11 Rhythmic Changing the rhythm of melody/chords but keeping same notes

12 Melodic Keeping the same rhythm of melody/chords but changing the notes used
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Year 8 – PE – Cycle Three

E Badminton court lines

1 Long service line for doubles

2 Side line for doubles

3 Short service line

4 Centre line

5 Side line for singles

6 End line and long service line for singles

A Athletics track disqualifications

1 Pushing

During middle distance races, 

you must not make contact 

with any of the other runners 

on purpose

C Athletics terminology

1 Bell lap

A bell rings at the beginning of 

the final lap of a multiple lap 

race, which signifies that the 

leader of the race has begun the 

final lap

2 Blocks

Small rigid blocks for bracing a 

runner’s feet at the start of an 

event up to the 400m distance

3 Leg
A segment of a relay race 

completed by one runner

B Relay technique terminology

1 Upsweep

When the incoming athlete 

passes the baton upward into 

the receiving hand

2
Down-

sweep

When the incoming athlete 

passes the baton downward 

into the receiving hand

D Badminton terminology

1 Ace
A serve that the opponent fails 

to hit

2 Clear
A shot hit deep into the 

opponent’s court

3 Fault

A foul shot, such as one that 

hits the net or lands outside 

the court

4
Passing 

shot

A shot which passes the 

opponent

5 Smash A powerful overhead shot

F Fitness terminology

1 Strength

The amount of force a 

muscle can exert against 

a resistance

2 Agility

The ability to change the 

position of the body 

quickly and control the 

movement

3 Flexibility 
A range of movements 

possible at a joint

4
Interval 

training

Training that involves 

alternating periods of 

high intensity work with 

rest periods

5 Pulse

The feeling of your 

blood going through 

your arteries, checked in 

the wrist or neck

6
Repetitions 

(reps)

The number of times

you repeat an action
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Year 8 – PE – Cycle Three

H Handball court lines

1 Six metre line

2 Nine metre line

3 Half-way line

4 Seven metre line

G Handball terminology

1

Free 

throw 

line 

Nine metre line that the 

players must leave before 

taking a free throw

2 Foot  
A foul when a player touches 

the ball with their foot or shin 

3 Walking 

When a player takes more 

than three steps 

without dribbling or holds the 

ball for more than 

three seconds without 

bouncing, shooting or passing 

4

Six 

metre 

line

No handball player (other 

than the goalkeeper) is 

allowed in the goal area

I Football terminology

1 Offside

When the attacking player 

is beyond the last

defender as the pass has 

been played

2 Jockey

A way of covering the 

person with the ball, trying 

to unbalance them, 

without committing 

yourself

3 Crossing

Moving the ball from the 

wide areas into the 

penalty area

4 Volley

Striking the ball towards 

the goal, while it is in the 

air 

5
Square 

pass

A pass made by a player to 

a teammate running 

alongside them

6
Man 

marking

A defensive strategy 

where defenders are 

assigned a specific person 

to mark

J Table tennis terminology

1
Ready 

position

A neutral starting position 

from which all table tennis

strokes can be played

2 Volley 

Hitting the ball before it 

bounces on your side of 

the table

3
Cross-

court

A stroke that’s hit

diagonally from corner to 

corner

4 Drive 
An attacking shot played 

with speed and power

5 Stroke 
Any shot used by a player 

in a game

6 Paddle
An alternative name for

the racket
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Year 8 – PE – Cycle Three

K Basketball terminology

1
Back-

court

The defensive end of the court where 

your team tries to stop baskets

2
Front-

court

The offensive end of the court where

your team tries to score baskets

3

Man-to-

man 

defence

A defensive strategy that requires 

each player to mark another player on 

the opposition’s team

4 Fast break

To move the ball up court and into a 

scoring position as quickly as possible, 

so that the defence is outnumbered

5
Point 

guard

The key roles are to dribble the ball up 

the court safely whilst organising the 

team and setting up plays

6
Small 

forward

Shoot from a range of positions but 

also helps to collect rebounds for the 

team

7 Centre 

Usually the tallest player on the team 

whose key roles are to block shots, get 

rebounds and score from close to the 

basket

L Cricket terminology

1 Run out

Dismissal by the fielding team 

breaking the wicket while the batsman 

is outside the crease, in the process of 

making a run

2 Out A batsman who has been dismissed

3 Dot ball
A delivery bowled without any runs 

scored off it

4 Drive shot
A powerful shot generally hit along 

the ground

5 Boundary The perimeter of the ground

6 Duck A dismissal for 0 (zero) runs
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A Key terms

1 Waheguru ‘Wonderful Lord’; a Punjabi word referring to God

2 Guru
A spiritual teacher of wisdom, there are ten; starting 

with Guru Nanak and ending with Guru Gobind Singh

3 Guru Granth Sahib
The holy scripture of the Sikh faith, written in 

Gurmukhi, regarded as the ultimate authority

4 Granthi
A person who reads the Guru Granth Sahib, and 

officiates ceremonies in the gurdwara

5 Gurdwara ‘The door of the Guru’, a Sikh place of worship

6 Harmandir Sahib
A gurdwara in Amritsar; an important pilgrimage site 

for Sikhs; also known as the Golden Temple

7 Sangat
A community of people who meet and worship in the 

presence of the Guru Granth Sahib

8 Khalsa
The community of the ‘pure ones’, the body of 

committed Sikhs

9 Five K’s

The five items that Guru Gobind Singh commanded 

Khalsa Sikhs to wear, consisting of kesh, kangha, kara, 

kirpan and kachera

10 Karma Destiny; a consequence of one’s actions

11 Mukti
The ultimate goal of human life; liberation from the 

cycle of birth, death and rebirth

Year 8 – RS – Sikhism – Cycle Three 

B Key terms

1 Manmukh
Man-centred; being focused on oneself and material 

things

2
Gurmukh

God-centred; being focused on God and spiritual things

3 Sewa Selfless service

4 Langar
A communal free kitchen within each gurdwara, where 

vegetarian food is provided to all

5 Akhand path
A continuous reading of the Guru Grand Sahib; this 

usually takes 48 hours

6 Mool Mantra
‘Main chant’; the opening verse of the Guru Granth

Sahib, stating the core beliefs

7 Rehat Maryada The Sikh code of conduct

8 Sanskar A Sikh religious ceremony

9 Gurpurb
‘Festival of a Guru’; festivals which celebrate the 

anniversary or death of a Guru

10 Vaisakhi
An annual Sikh festival commemorating Guru Gobind 

Singh’s founding of the Khalsa

11 Bandi Chhor Diwas
‘Liberation of prisoners day’; an annual Sikh festival 

commemorating Guru Hargobind releasing 52 prisoners
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A Key terms

1 Element
A substance in which all the atoms have the 

same atomic number

2 Atom The smallest possible particle of an element

3 Molecule Two or more atoms bonded together

4 Compound
Two or more different atoms chemically 

combined

5 Mixture
Made of two or more elements or compounds 

not chemically combined

6 Nucleus
The centre of an atom, it contains protons and 

neutrons

7 Proton
Found in the nucleus, it has a charge of +1 and 

a mass of 1

8 Neutron
Found in the nucleus of an atom, it has a 

charge of 0 and a mass of 1

9 Electron
Found in the shells of an atom, it has a charge 

of -1 and a tiny mass

10 Atomic number The number of protons in an atom

11 Mass number 
The total number of protons and neutrons in an 

atom

12 Periodic table
A charts of elements arranged in order of 

increasing of atomic number

13 Period A row in the periodic table

14 Group
A column in the periodic table of elements with 

similar properties

B Key terms

1 Mendeleev
Invented the first periodic table, which had gaps 

for undiscovered elements

2
Chemical 

reaction

When chemicals react, the atoms are 

rearranged

3 Word equation
Used to show the reactants and products of a 

chemical reaction

4 Reactants On the left of an arrow in a word equation

5 Products On the right of an arrow in a word equation

6
Conservation of 

mass

When atoms are rearranged in a chemical 

reaction, they are not destroyed or created

7 Metal

High melting and boiling points, good 

conductors of heat & electricity, malleable, 

sonorous

8 Malleable Can be hammered into shape

9 Sonorous Make a ringing sound when hit

10 Alkali metals Soft, reactive metals found in Group 1

11
Trends in the 

alkali metals
Increase in reactivity as you go down the group

12 Halogens Reactive non-metal elements found in Group 7

13
Trends in the 

halogens

Decrease in reactivity and increase in boiling 

point as you go down the group

Year 8 – Science – Atoms & Periodic Table – Cycle Three 
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Year 8 – Science – Electricity and Magnetism – Cycle Three 

A Key terms

1 Current
The rate of flow of charge around a 

circuit

2 Amps The unit for current

3 Charge
The particles (usually electrons) that 

flow in a circuit

4
Potential

difference 

The amount of energy carried by the 

charge

5 Volts The unit for potential difference

6 Resistance Slows down the flow of current 

7 Ohms The unit for resistance

8 Series circuit 
There is only one route for the 

current to take

9 Parallel circuit 
There is more than one route that the 

current can take 

10 Cell A single electrical energy source 

11 Battery Two or more cells put together 

12 Filament bulb 

13 Voltmeter
Measures potential

difference

14 Ammeter Measures current 

B Key terms

1 Open switch

2 Closed switch 

3 Diode 

4 Variable resistor

5 Insulator
Materials with a high resistance that 

do not let electricity pass through  

6 Static charge 
An object can gain a charge if it gains 

or loses electrons

7 Magnetic poles North and south

8 Opposite poles Attract (pull towards)

9 Like poles Repel (push away)

10 Magnetic elements Iron, nickel, cobalt

11 Electromagnet

A magnet made from a coil of wire 

wrapped around a soft iron core, with 

a current passing through the wire

12

Increasing the 

strength of an 

electromagnet

Increase the current in the wire or add 

more turns of wire

13
Uses of 

electromagnets

At scrap yards, on security doors, 

electric motors, bells
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Year 8 - Spanish - Cycle Three 

A Verbs and structures  

1 Fui a I went to

2 Fui con I went with

3 Fui en I went by

4 Conocer To meet

5 Comprar To buy

6 Descansar To relax / rest

7 Nadar en el mar To swim in the sea

8 Tomar el sol To sunbathe

9 Viajar To travel

10 Llevar To wear

B Vocabulary 

1 Este verano This summer

2 Marruecos Morocco

3 Escocia Scotland

4 Alemania Germany 

5 Compañeros Classmates / colleagues

6 En avión By plane

7 En coche By car

8 En barco By boat

9 A pie By foot

10 En autocar By bus

11 Me gustan las vistas I like the views

12 Me duele la cabeza My head hurts

13 Llevo una vida sana I lead a healthy life

14 Soy médico I am a doctor

15 He leido I have read

16 He visto I have seen

17 Los concursos Gameshows

18 Las películas de ciencia ficción Science fiction movies

21 La trama The plot

22 Una camisa A shirt

23 Una camiseta A t-shirt

24 Una falda A skirt

25 Una corbata A tie

26 Unos zapatos Shoes

27 Unas zapatillas de deporte Trainers

28 Unos calcetines Socks

29 De manga larga / corta Long- / short-sleeved

30 Sin mangas Sleeveless

31 De rayas Striped

32 De cuero Leather

33 Anticuado Old-fashioned

34 De moda Fashionable

35 Estampado Patterned
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